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radioCona is art project. With a series of FM and internet broadcasts and with the formation of the radioCona 

platform, the project examines the use of radio frequency space in the artistic as well as wider social context. 

The work has legal access to the radio frequency space and constitutes itself temporarily, for a short period 

of time. The core of the project’s functioning is precisely in the project’s periodicity and the mobility of the 

studio. The project finds its permanence in the archiving of materials in different audio protocols (podcast,  

MP3, audio book), which are documented and distributed at the website of radioCona. 

radioCona functions as a platform for processing, production and presentation of contemporary art projects  

with radio-phonic and internet distribution. Its contents are defined and complemented with accompanying 

events:  discussions,  roundtables,  and exhibition tours.  Production of  radio  art  and sound art  projects  is 

another important aspect of radioCona’s activities. In future, radioCona will attempt to systematically examine 

the question of a two-way information transmission, content-wise devised through the radio frequency, and 

the use of different electronic communication tools. Here, we are dealing with social communication systems, 

social  protocols,  and  the  constitution  of  temporary communities  established  thereby through a  dynamic 

interaction within the community in a concrete space, which are related to the trigger of the initial information.  

By constituting actions that can also overstep the context of art, the project in fact constitutes a social-political  

discourse. 

radioCona POGOVORI/TALKS U3 - 6th Triennial of Contemporary Art in Slovenia: An Idea for Living.

18 June – 19 September 2010,  Museum of Modern Art, Ljubljana

Selected theoreticians  /  curators  /  critics  were invited to  co-create  the radioCona programme with  their  

commentaries on and discussions about the triennial of  contemporary art in Slovenia U3 - Realism and 

Reality.

http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2010/06/11/radiocona-pogovoritalks/

In  September  2001 these  contributions were  are published as  an artist  book  audioBook02 POGOVORI 

/TALKS. 

http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2010/09/10/audiobook02-pogovoritalks/

radioCona ZAPLEŠI TUDI TI / COME AND DANCE 

29. April 2010

Dance intervention at various locations in the centre of  Ljubljana. The participants performed a mutually 

coordinated choreography directed via the 88.8MHz radio frequency. The intervention is based on a reflection 

on  the  movement  of  bodies  in  public  space,  the  simple,  unconscious  and  occasionally  also  uniformed 

protocols that determine our movements and connect or differentiate us.

http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2010/04/19/zaplesi-tudi-ti/

http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2010/04/19/zaplesi-tudi-ti/
http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2010/09/10/audiobook02-pogovoritalks/


radioCona ZVOK ZA IVANŠKA 

25 April – 16 Maj 2010, Trajekt zavod za prostorsko kulturo and Museum of Modern Art, Ljubljana

http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2010/03/23/radiocona-zvok-za-ivanska/

radioCona NIKJER JE NAJLEPŠE/ SWEET NOWHERE

26 – 31 January 2010, CITY ART MUSEUM LJUBLJANA 

http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2010/02/03/radiocona-nikjer-je-najlepse-arhiv-izbor/

http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2010/01/23/radioconanikjer-je-najlepse-koledar/

radioCona presence on exhibition consisted of two parts: 

- audio studio was setup in the gallery. Sound mapping of the gallery and its surroundings were broadcasted 

on FM and internet daily.

- for the radioCona project Artist Jingle: ZVOČNA PESEM / SOUND POEM each of the fiveteen invited artists 

created and contributed one minute sound art works. The project was also part of the exibition, inviting public 

to intevene into the gallery space by selecting and playing one or a selection files.

radioCona ARSENAL DEPO 2K9

1 – 4 December 2009, coproduced by K4/6 Kapelica, Praksa and Cona, for the exhibition ARSENAL DEPO 

2K9

The programme realised a sound map of the exhibition space, artworks, and performances. The voicers 

made voice recordings of individual artworks, the writers prepared discussions and presented the ways of 

how to embark on writing exhibition texts, the curator talked about the artworks. The events were broadcast  

live. radioCona broadcast covered the entire exhibition venue.

radioCona SOUNDS LIKE VENICE http://soundslikevenice.wordpress.com/, June 2009

Sounds like Venice is a sound art project – a flux of radio broadcasts, on-site audio performance and a 

multimedia blog, which gathers the testimonies, sounds, and voices of world culture from the heart of Venice 

during the 53rd International Art Exhibition, entitled Fare Mondi, directed by Daniel Birnbaum. The project was 

created and promoted by Ilari Valbonesi, director of RAM LIVE, in co-production with Irena Pivka and Brane  

Zorman  (radioCona),  and  on  the  invitation  of  Spazio  Thetis,  to  investigate  the  relationship  between 

contemporary  art  and  technological  research  dedicated  to  environmental  themes,  eco-compatibility  and 

innovation in artistic forms and electronic communication. 

radioCona A10 POLJANE 

5 July 2009, coproduced by Theatre Ana Monro and Cona, for Ana Desetnica Festival

The  one-day  broadcast  presented  a  joint  project  of  the  artists  from  Ana  Desetnica  Festival  and  the 

inhabitants of Poljane. With the broadcast, the project celebrated the successful realisation of the action 

APEL:

http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2009/06/30/88-8mhz-prosto-dostopna-na-podocju-ljubljane/

radioCona  PUBLIC SPACE

24 September - 2 October 2008, coproduced by Museum of Modern Art and Cona, for the exhibition Museum 

http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2009/06/30/88-8mhz-prosto-dostopna-na-podocju-ljubljane/
http://radiocona.wordpress.com/2010/01/23/radioconanikjer-je-najlepse-koledar/


in the Street

A joint  project  of  the  participants  of  the  exhibition  Museum in  the  Street,  Museum of  Modern  Art.  The 

programme  included:  conversations  between  the  artists,  thematic  discussions  (Forms  of  Resistance, 

Erasure: the exclusion of the culturally different, Church as Public Space, Public space and Housing, Radio 

Frequency – Public Space?). Over 40 participants were included in the programme. During this broadcast, 

radioCona made a public call for the allocation of a free-access frequency band (project APEL). 

radioCona COPYRIGHT

19 - 30 June 2008, produced by Cona

The  programme  investigated  copyright  legislation  in  the  area  of  music,  visual  arts,  intermedia,  and 

digitalization and examined the functioning and after-effects of the existing legislation, which according to 

Article 147 allows collective organisations to collect reimbursements on behalf of authors who are not and do 

not  wish to  become their  members.  radioCona did not  broadcast  music  or  texts  managed by collective 

organisations. 

The  programme included  a  series  of  copyright  related  discussions,  in  which  a  number  of  experts  and 

contemporary artists participated, as well as roundtables and lectures.

The broadcast announced the Open Call, which subsequently included the presentation of fourteen artists 

and their projects. 

radioCona PRODUCTION CONDITIONS

1 - 8 January 2008, coproduced by Virtual Base Intima and Cona

The programme presented art projects that touch upon the problematics of the conditions of contemporary 

art  production  and  included  discussions  with  contemporary  artists  and  a  debate  entitled  Production 

Conditions in Contemporary Art or How Community Works?, which was prepared by the Maska seminar of  

contemporary performing arts. 


